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FINAL

Consistency review of attribute fields affecting all
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Tables C2.12-C2.14 Defences, field ‘label’
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Table C2.1 Project Area, field ‘type’ included to
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GLOSSARY

AEP

Annual Exceedance Probability (expressed as a percentage)

CFRAM

Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management

DAD

Defence Asset Database

FRM

Flood Risk Management

FRS

Flood Relief Scheme

GIS

Geographic Information System

ISO

International Organisation for Standardisation

OPW

Office of Public Works

RBD

River Basin District
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

PURPOSE

All spatial data created for the Project must be produced and submitted according to the specifications
documented in this standard.
Each submitted spatial dataset becomes part of the permanent archive and serves as a source for
updating information on the OPW’s enterprise Geographic Information System (GIS), which serves as a
National Flood Data Repository. Standardisation allows files and individual data layers originating from
a wide number of sources to be integrated with other data components while ensuring consistency of
the information managed and disseminated on the GIS. The data dissemination process is semiautomated and therefore a strict adherence to this standard is necessary. Additionally, the OPW needs
standard spatial data so that it can share important information with other key stakeholders and make
it available as Open Data, where relevant.
The data standards described in this document are intended to support the above needs.

1.2.

SCOPE OF SERVICES

This standard encompasses all aspects of spatial data relating to the Project for the OPW enterprise GIS,
managed by FRM Data Management section. It does not include other datasets such as aerial
photography, LiDAR data, survey data or PDF maps.

1.3.

NON-COMPLIANCE AND VARIANCES

Any dataset not compliant with this standard will not be accepted by the OPW and will be returned to
the Consultant for correction. Situations may arise where data created for the Project may not be
covered by this standard. If such situations were to arise, the Consultant must inform the Client
Representative immediately and request written guidance from the Client in all such situations.
If for some reason it is not possible to adhere to this standard, the party creating the data must request
in writing a waiver to this standard. Such waiver request must define the specific section of the standard
for which the waiver is requested, the reason for the waiver, the resulting impacts on the use of the
data in the GIS, and any alternative approaches that should be considered. In certain instances, the
Client may grant such requests and will then submit all the conditions and restrictions in relation to the
waiver in writing to the Consultant. A waiver can only be granted when the Consultant has shown that
it is necessary to vary from this standard and that the variation does not affect the objective for uniform
and consistent data on OPW’s enterprise GIS.
IMPORTANT NOTE FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES: If a Local Authority is the Client for the Project then it
must consult with the OPW in relation to any requests from the Consultant for variation from the
specification and will not act unilaterally in this regard.
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1.4.

REVISION HISTORY

As changes of the Spatial Data Standards are necessary and accepted, this document will be updated
accordingly. A summary of changes will be found in the document control sheet.
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2.

DATA MANAGEMENT

2.1.

GENERAL DATA QUALITY ELEMENTS

There are two types of data formats to be delivered for each Flood Relief Scheme (FRS), vector data and
raster data. Specific information in relation to the two data formats as detailed in this standard must be
adhered to.
The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) is a worldwide federation of national standards
bodies. The ISO produce documents outlining international standards on quality assurance measures for
numerous different fields and disciplines. ‘ISO 19157 – Geographic information – Data quality’ (ISO
19157) is a comprehensive document outlining quality standards for geographic information. The
Consultant shall familiarise themselves with ISO 19157 and take all necessary steps to ensure spatial
data deliverables adhere to this ISO standard and best practice industry standards. The following
sections of this spatial data specification periodically references specific sections contained in ISO 19157
which must be adhered to.
2.1.1.

COMPLETENESS

All spatial data shall be delivered without excess or missing data.
2.1.2.

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY

CONCEPTUAL CONSISTENCY
The consultants shall familiarise themselves with Appendix E of this document detailing the conceptual
schema of data which must be adhered to. Particular attention shall be drawn to the important notes
relating to schema consistency.
DOMAIN CONSISTENCY
The naming convention for the shapefiles and raster data files shall follow the convention as set out in
Appendix A, using valid entries as set out in Appendix B. The use of single quotation marks
(‘sample_text’) or double quotation marks (“sample_text”) sometimes used in this document to
emphasise filenames, attributes etc. is entirely for clarity and should not be used in the spatial data.
All file names, file paths, attribute data field headers and attribute data values must be lower case only
and no spaces are to be used, except for attribute data values as appropriate and unless otherwise
specified in this standard. No spaces are to be used in file names and attribute data field headers, and
underscores shall be used instead as shown. File names, file paths and attribute data field headers shall
not contain any special characters unless specified in this standard. It is important that attribute entries
are not left blank or with null values as this will compromise the quality of the dataset. For number
attribute fields (i.e. real and integer), the value ’-9999’ shall be used instead of ‘NULL’, where a null value
is a valid option. For string fields, the value ’na’ shall be used where the attribute is not applicable to a
specific field and the value ‘unknown’ shall be used if the field is applicable but the value is not known.
For date fields, the value ‘01/01/1900’ shall be used if the value is unknown and represented in the
format as per default settings in the GIS software used, for example dd/mm/yyyy (ArcGIS) or yyyy-mmdd (QGIS).
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FORMAT CONSISTENCY
The datasets are to be delivered on a Project Area basis with all the data for each data type, e.g. flood
extents, to be delivered in one single cleaned and merged file for each return period and climate
scenario. If the data was originally produced using a break down into model areas, the deliverable shall
be merged, clipped and cleaned as necessary.
The final delivery of spatial data shall provide continuity with existing spatial data produced through the
National CFRAM programme and be cut to seamlessly fit into the CFRAM spatial datasets.
The file structure shall follow the example in Appendix D. If a level is not applicable to a particular data
type, this level must be omitted, see example below.
Example Full File Paths *
Flood Extents: b/crs/sch/ttt/c/s/b_sch_ttt_s_c_r_pppp_m_stg_a_rn.shp
Flood Depth: b/crs/sch/ttt/c/s/b_sch_ttt_s_c_r_pppp_m_stg_a_rn.tif
Gauge Location: b/crs/sch/ttt/b_sch_ttt_stg_a_rn.shp
Modelled River Centreline: b/crs/sch/ttt/b_sch_ttt_ stg_a_rn.shp
* IMPORTANT NOTE: Letters shall be replaced with valid options from Appendix B and all required
auxiliary files to be provided.
2.1.3.

POSITIONAL ACCURACY

The Consultant shall adhere to best practice industry standards regarding positional accuracy for each
type of data deliverable.

2.2.

VECTOR DATA QUALITY ELEMENTS

Vector data for each vector data type, as outlined in Appendix A, Table A1.1, shall be supplied to the
Client in accordance with this standard. Vector data shall have a valid geometry and be produced for
both Irish National Grid (EPSG: 29903) with Malin Head Datum (OSGM02 geoid) and Irish Transverse
Mercator (EPSG: 2157) with Malin Head Datum (OSGM15 geoid) for each dataset. Each vector feature
shall be accompanied by attributes in an attribute table. The Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) for
the individual features must be the same for features representing the same objects in the two
projections but shall be delivered as two separate files. In addition to the above general data quality
elements, the below quality elements shall be adhered to for vector data. Empty shapefile sample files
for the vector data will be made available by the Client on request, which have been produced by the
OPW. These sample files will include the specific attribute headings, the correct order of the mandatory
attributes and the valid storage type.
2.2.1.

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY

CONCEPTUAL CONSISTENCY
The ordering of the attribute fields is critical and shall be kept as described in Appendix C, referencing
the field numbers in Tables C2.1 – C2.30. No additional attribute fields shall be included in the attribute
tables unless advance agreement is received from the Client. If agreed, additional attribute fields shall
always be included after the mandatory attribute fields at the end of the attribute table in a consistent
order.
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DOMAIN CONSISTENCY
Attribute data field headers and attribute data values shall comply with the naming convention, domain
constraints and ordering as described in Appendix C, Tables C2.1 – C2.30. Attribute domain constraints,
specifying valid attribute values for the vector data types, are detailed in Appendix B & C and these shall
strictly be adhered to.
If the dataset was originally based on a model area and subsequently merged into a full project area,
the model number shall be captured in the relevant attribute field for each feature. If there was only
one model for the entire Project, the number ‘001’ shall be entered into the relevant attribute field for
all features.
FORMAT CONSISTENCY
The vector data shall be delivered in ESRI shapefile format (shapefile) and include all the required
auxiliary files, including (.prj) for embedding a co-ordinate system and (.xml) for required metadata. The
data object types for vector data will be polygon, polyline and point. All spatial vector data deliverables
shall adhere to the specified data object types in Appendix A, Table A1.1.
TOPOLOGICAL CONSISTENCY
Hydraulic model outputs shall be post processed to, for example, eliminate small islands and pools and
remove flooded areas with no hydraulic connectivity to the source of flooding. Topology is used to
define the spatial relationship between features in one or more feature classes through a set of
predefined rules, see Table 2.1. The submitted data must be topologically correct according to Table 2.1
below.
Table 2.1 – Topology Rules *
Rule
Description

Geometries Affected

Must Not Overlap

Polygons can share edges or vertices. This rule is Polygons
used when an area cannot belong to two or more
polygons.

Must Not Have Gaps

All polygons must form a continuous surface. Polygons
Use this rule on data that must completely cover
an area.

Must
Not
Duplicates

Have This Rule requires that there will be no Polygons
duplication of geometries, for example:
Polylines
- A square Polygon will have only 4
Points
vertices
- A Polyline will have single vertices at
each change in direction
- A Point feature will have a single
geometry representing it

Must Not Intersect

This rule requires that line features from the Polylines
same feature class do not cross or overlap each
other. Lines can share end vertices.
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Must
Not
Dangles

Have This rule requires that where the end vertices of Polylines
two polylines of the same feature class meet
should be connected. An endpoint that is not
connected to another line is called a dangle,
similar to polygon gaps.

Must
Not
Pseudonodes

Have Lines that connect to themselves are said to have Polylines
pseudonodes, creating erroneous loops.

Must Not Self Intersect This rule requires that line features do not cross Polygons
or overlap themselves, resulting in false
Polylines
intersections.
Must Be Single-Part

This rule requires that all geometries must be Polygons
single-part geometry features and not multi-part
Polylines
(except where the purpose is to create donut
Points
features).

* IMPORTANT NOTE: The supplied geometry shall also be a valid geometry in accordance with all
generally accepted standards and must additionally pass the testing using the GDAL:ogr2ogr library (or
any subsequent versions of this library). Particular attention is required when creating donut features.
2.2.2.

METADATA

INSPIRE compliant metadata shall accompany the vector data using an embedded xml file, native to the
shapefile suite of files. Metadata shall contain elements as required in current versions of ISO 19115 –
Geographic Information – Metadata - Part 1 and 2.

2.3.

RASTER DATA QUALITY ELEMENTS

Raster data for each raster data type, as outlined in Appendix A, Table A1.1, shall be supplied to the
Client in accordance with this standard. In addition to the above general data format quality elements,
the below quality elements shall be adhered to for raster data.
2.3.1.

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY

DOMAIN CONSISTENCY
Each raster data type shall be accompanied by a value in a valid range domain and further as specified
in Appendix C, Table C1.1. The raster cell values shall not be left blank or with null values and the value
’-9999’ shall be used instead of ‘NULL’, where a null value is a valid option.
FORMAT CONSISTENCY
The data object type for raster data will generally be raster grid. All spatial raster data deliverables shall
adhere to the specified data object types in Appendix A, Table A1.1. The raster data shall be delivered
in GeoTIFF format. BIGTIFF format shall be used where the data exceeds 4GB. Internal tiles shall be
used. Files should be compressed using lossless compression e.g. PACKBITs or DEFLATE.
The spatial resolution shall be as per model resolution with pixels aligned to the extents of the specified
co-ordinate reference systems. The Consultant is required to output data in both Irish National Grid
6
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(EPSG: 29903) with Malin Head Datum (OSGM02 geoid) and Irish Transverse Mercator (EPSG: 2157)
with Malin Head Datum (OSGM15 geoid) for each dataset.
2.3.2.

METADATA

INSPIRE compliant metadata shall accompany the raster data using an embedded xml file with the same
name as the raster file. Metadata shall contain elements as required in current versions of ISO 19115 –
Geographic Information – Metadata - Part 1 and 2.
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3.

QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.1.

QUALITY CONTROL TESTING

All spatial datasets shall be tested on an individual pass/fail basis by the consultant with a 100% pass
rate required for each data quality element and data type. Each dataset shall get a Boolean value of one
(1) if it passed with a 100% pass rate and zero (0) if it failed.
In addition, an aggregated data quality assessment shall decide if the overall data deliverable has passed
or failed the quality testing, according to section J.2, Annex J of ISO 19157, see example below.
Aggregated Data Quality Results (ADQR)
𝐴𝐷𝑄𝑅 = 𝑣1 ∗ 𝑣2 ∗ 𝑣3 ∗ … . 𝑣𝑛 , where n is the number of data quality elements
If ADQR = 1, the overall dataset quality is deemed fully conformant.
If ADQR = 0, the overall dataset is deemed non-conformant.
Both manual and automated quality controls shall be performed by the Consultant to ensure that the
data is correct and in accordance with this standard.

3.2.

QUALITY CONTROL REPORT

A standalone quality control report shall be submitted with each data delivery, detailing each of the
quality elements outlined in this standard specification and the result for each data type and quality
element, referencing the specific revision. Furthermore, any variations to the standard that affects the
data, as agreed in advance with the Client, must be detailed in the report.
The evaluation and reporting of data quality shall use the standard data quality measures detailed in
Annex D of ISO 19157 and as described below and in section 3.1 above:


Completeness - Refer to section D.2, Annex D of ISO 19157 regarding reporting of commission
and omission of data.



Logical Consistency - Refer to section D.3, Annex D of ISO 19157 regarding reporting of
conceptual consistency, domain consistency, format consistency and topological consistency of
data.



Positional Accuracy - Refer to section D.4, Annex D of ISO 19157 regarding reporting of
positional accuracy of data.



Temporal Quality - Refer to section D.5, Annex D of ISO 19157 regarding reporting of accuracy
of time measurement, temporal consistency and temporal validity of data.



Thematic Accuracy - Refer to section D.6, Annex D of ISO 19157 regarding reporting of
classification correctness, non-quantitative attribute correctness and quantitative attribute
accuracy of data.



Usability Element – All other data quality measures should be reported under the usability
element.
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A data control report must be submitted for each stage of the project as data is submitted and updated
for each revision of data, marked with the current revision number of the dataset assessed.
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4.

DATA DELIVERY

4.1.

DELIVERY CONTENT

All required datasets shall be delivered as one single delivery for each stage of the Project with one
revision number used consistent across the entire deliverable. If there are parts of the data delivery that
after delivery does not pass the Client’s quality control, the Consultant will be required to correct the
data and resubmit the entire data deliverable together with a detailed description of corrections made.
Once the data has been accepted as final by the Client, a full re-delivery of the final data shall take place,
where the revision number shall be consistent across the entire deliverable.

4.2.

DELIVERY FORMAT

All spatial data and associated quality control reports shall be delivered in a stable electronic media
format and be transported in a secure manner to the Client. Electronic file transfer shall not be used,
unless further agreed with the Client.

4.3.

OWNERSHIP OF DATA

All spatial data shall be created exclusively for the use and ownership of the Client, who can grant further
rights of use of the data. Unrestricted use of the data shall automatically extend to the OPW, where a
Local Authority is the Client.
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A1. APPENDIX A - FILE NAMING
Table A1.1 – File Naming Convention for Hydraulics, Maintenance and Hydrological Data
Data Type

File Naming Convention

Project Area
Potential Access Routes
Indicative Extent of Work Areas

b_sch_ttt_stg_a_rn

Confirmation (or equivalent) Tile Index Drawing Area
As Built Tile Index Drawing Area
Modelled River Centreline
Nodes

b_sch_ttt_s_c_r_m_stg_a_rn

Flood Extent

b_sch_ttt_s_c_r_pppp_m_stg_a_rn *

Flood Zone

*IMPORTANT NOTE: ‘zona’ or ‘zonb’ to replace
probability, as appropriate for zone data.

Flood Depth
Flood Velocity
Risk to Life
Defence Failure – Extent
Defence Failure – Depth

b_sch_ttt_s_c_r_pppp_m_stg_a_rn

Defence Failure – Velocity
Defence Failure – Risk to Life
Defended Areas
Benefitting Areas
Defences Polygon
Defences Polyline

b_sch_ttt_s_stg_a_rn

Defences Point
Design Defence Level
As Built Defence Level
Channel Maintenance Extent

b_sch_ttt_stg_a_rn

Channel Maintenance Chainage
Line of River Feature
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Design River Feature Level
As Built River Feature Level
Dredging Area
River Enhancement Works

b_sch_ttt_stg_a_rn

River Enhancement Works Design Level
River Enhancement Works As Built Level
Site Photos
Property Damage Assessment Layer

b_sch_ttt_c_m_stg_a_rn

Gauge Locations

b_sch_ttt_stg_a_rn

Hydrological Estimation Points (HEPs)

b_sch_ttt_c_stg_a_rn

Catchment Boundaries

12
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B1.

APPENDIX B - FILE NAME CODE / ATTRIBUTE FIELD VALUES

The below section contains valid file name codes and attribute field values for attributes that are
common with the file name codes. Attribute field values that are layer specific or not contained in a file
name will be specified in the relevant sections for each data type in Appendix C.
b = River Basin District (RBD), where one of the following codes shall be used to denote the appropriate
River Basin District:







e = Eastern
n = North Western Neagh-Bann
w = Western
s = Shannon
i = South Western (Iardheisceart)
o = South Eastern (Oirdheisceart)

crs = Co-ordinate Reference System, a three digit code to represent the co-ordinate system and geoid:



ing = Irish National Grid (EPSG: 29903) with Malin Head Datum (OSGM02 geoid)
itm = Irish Transverse Mercator (EPSG: 2157) with Malin Head Datum (OSGM15 geoid)

sch = Scheme Code, a three digit code that identifies the individual scheme area as supplied by the OPW
on request, controlled by the FRM Data Management section. This scheme code will ensure that naming
conventions are unique across the individual projects. This code / level must not be left out or blank and
‘000’, i.e. three zeros should be used if unknown or not applicable.
mc = Model Code, a three digit code to represent the individual model that created an individual spatial
entity. If only one model was used for the entire project, the number ‘001’ shall be entered into the
relevant attribute field for all features.
ttt = Data Type, where one of the following codes shall be used as appropriate to define the Spatial
Data:

















pae = Project Area
par = Potential Access Routes
iwa = Indicative Extent of Work Areas
cda = Confirmation (or equivalent) Tile Index Drawing Area
bda = As Built Tile Index Drawing Area
rcl = Modelled River Centreline
nod = Nodes
ext = Flood Extent
fzn = Flood Zone
dep = Flood Depth
vel = Flood Velocity
rtl = Risk to Life
dfe = Defence Failure – Extent
dfd = Defence Failure – Depth
dfv = Defence Failure – Velocity
dfr = Defence Failure – Risk to Life
13
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def = Defended Areas
bef = Benefitting Areas
dpy = Defences Polygon
dpl = Defences Polyline
dpt = Defences Point
ddl = Design Defence Level
dbl = As Built Defence Level
cme = Channel Maintenance Extent
cmc = Channel Maintenance Chainage
rfl = Line of River Feature
rdl = Design River Feature Level
rbl = As Built River Feature Level
dra = Dredging Area
rew = River Enhancement Works
edl = River Enhancement Works Design Level
ebl = River Enhancement Works As Built Level
img = Site Photos
pdm = Property Damage Assessment Layer
glc = Gauge Locations
hep = Hydrometric Estimation Point
cby = Catchment Boundary

s = Source Type, one of the following codes shall be used as appropriate to define the source of flooding
represented in the Spatial Data:











f = Fluvial
c = Coastal
w = Wave Over-Topping
p = Pluvial
g = Groundwater
r = Reservoir or Dam
n = Canal
m = Mixed (worst case outline for fluvial and coastal)
a = Artificial (flooding form water-bearing built infrastructure other than reservoirs / dams
or canals)
o = Other

c = Scenario, where one of the following codes shall be used as appropriate to define the scenario for
the flooding represented in the Spatial Data:





c = Current
m = Mid-Range Future Scenario
h = High End Future Scenario
w = Mid Design Life for Wave Overtopping

r = Run Type, where one of the following codes shall be used as appropriate to define the nature of the
run used to generate the flooding represented in the Spatial Data:
14
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c = Calibration Run
v = Validation Run
d = Design Run
s = Sensitivity Run
o = Option Assessment Run
z = Other run type

pppp = Probability, return period is to be expressed as a four digit numeric character. Where the return
period is not four digits, it must be represented as such by preceding the value with zero(s).
Example:
Return Period
*

2yr

5yr

10yr

20yr

50yr

100yr

200yr

1000yr

pppp

0002

0005

0010

0020

0050

0100

0200

1000

* IMPORTANT NOTE: In data type Flood Zone ‘fzn’, the pppp shall be replaced by ‘zona’ for Flood Zone
A and ‘zonb’ for Flood Zone B, as appropriate.
m = Model Type, where one of the following codes shall be used as appropriate to define the nature of
the model used to generate the flooding represented in the Spatial Data:



d = defended model run
u = undefended model run

stg = Scheme Stage, referring to the stage at which FRS scheme works have progressed to at the time
of data production:







s1 = Stage 1
s2 = Stage 2
s3 = Stage 3
s4 = Stage 4
s5 = Stage 5
na = Stage not applicable, i.e. not a FRS related project

a = Status, where one of the following codes shall be used to describe the status of the file:




f = Final status
d = Consultants internal draft
c = External draft for circulation and review by external stakeholders

rn = Revision Number, This is a two digit revision number i.e. 01, 02 etc.

15
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C1. APPENDIX C - ATTRIBUTE NAMING
Table C1.1 List of Spatial Data Files, Data Format Types and Attributes
Spatial Data File

Data Format & Object Type

Attribute Naming Convention

Project Area

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.1

Potential Access Routes

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.2

Indicative Extent of Work Areas

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.3

Confirmation (or equivalent) Tile ESRI Shapefile - Polygon
Index Drawing Area

See table C2.4

As Built Tile Index Drawing Area

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.5

Modelled River Centreline

ESRI Shapefile - Polyline

See table C2.6

Nodes

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.7

Flood Extent

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.8

Flood Zone

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.9

Flood Depth

GeoTIFF – Raster Grid

Storage type: real (double)
Null values: -9999

Flood Velocity

GeoTIFF – Raster Grid

Storage type: real (double)
Null values: -9999

Risk to Life

GeoTIFF – Raster Grid

Storage type: real (double)
Null values: -9999

Defence Failure – Extent

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.10

Defence Failure – Depth

GeoTIFF – Raster Grid

Storage type: real (double)
Null values: -9999

Defence Failure – Velocity

GeoTIFF – Raster Grid

Storage type: real (double)
Null values: -9999

Defence Failure – Risk to Life

GeoTIFF – Raster Grid

Storage type: real (double)
Null values: -9999

Defended Areas

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.11

Benefitting Areas

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.11

Defences Polygon

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.12

Defences Polyline

ESRI Shapefile - Polyline

See table C2.13

Defences Point

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.14

Design Defence Level

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.15

As Built Defence Level

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.16
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Channel Maintenance Extent

ESRI Shapefile - Polyline

See table C2.17

Channel Maintenance Chainage

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.18

Line of River Feature

ESRI Shapefile - Polyline

See table C2.19

Design River Feature Level

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.20

As Built River Feature Level

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.21

Dredging Area

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.22

River Enhancement Works

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.23

River Enhancement Works Design
Level

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.24

River Enhancement Works As Built
Level

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.25

Site Photos

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.26

Property Damage Assessment Layer

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.27

Gauge Locations

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.28

Hydrological Estimation Points

ESRI Shapefile - Point

See table C2.29

Catchment Boundaries

ESRI Shapefile - Polygon

See table C2.30
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Table C2.1 – Project Area Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

OPW Code for relevant RBD, see
Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

type

String

40

Type of outline, for example:
 Study Area
 Scheme Area
 Project Area
or as otherwise agreed with the
Client.

9

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the project
area extents, if any.
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Table C2.2 – Potential Access Routes Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

label

String

40

Access route reference name on the
confirmation drawing (or equivalent)
or ‘na’ if not applicable.

9

pra

String

254

Folio number(s) where easement is
registered or ‘na’ if not applicable.
If several folios are referenced, they
must be comma separated.

10

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the potential
access routes, including but not
limited to if it was marked on the
exhibition and confirmation drawings,
and/or described on an interference
notice, if applicable.
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Table C2.3 – Indicative Extent of Work Areas Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

label

String

40

Work area reference name on the
confirmation drawing (or equivalent)
or ‘na’ if not applicable.

9

pra

String

254

Folio number(s) where easement is
registered or ‘na’ if not applicable.
If several folios are referenced, they
must be comma separated.

10

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the
indicative extent of work area,
including but not limited to if it was
marked on the exhibition and
confirmation
drawings,
and/or
described on an interference notice, if
applicable.
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Table C2.4 – Confirmation (or equivalent) Tile Index Drawing Area Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

OPW Code for relevant RBD, see
Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

label

String

15

Unique drawing reference number on
the confirmation drawing (or
equivalent), as defined in the drawing
title block.

9

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the tile index
drawing area extents, if any.
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Table C2.5 – As Built Tile Index Drawing Area Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

OPW Code for relevant RBD, see
Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

label

String

15

Unique drawing reference number on
the as built drawing, as defined in the
drawing title block.

9

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the tile index
drawing area extents, if any.
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Table C2.6 – Modelled River Centreline Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name

Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed
by the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various
co-ordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant
Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

modeldet

String

3

Indicate if the river is;
 'HPW', i.e. High Priority,
 'MPW', i.e. Medium
Priority,
 'Non', i.e. Not Modelled or
 ‘na’, i.e. category not
applicable.

9

water_body

String

100

EPA name of the waterbody.

10

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the
modelled river centreline, including
any change of delineation, if
applicable.
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Table C2.7 – Nodes Spatial Attribute Table *
Field No.

Field Name

Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source Type, see Appendix B.

6

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

7

r

String

1

Run Type, see Appendix B.

8

m

String

1

Model Type, see Appendix B.

9

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

10

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

11

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

12

q_50pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 50% AEP (m3/s).

13

q_20pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 20% AEP (m3/s).

14

q_10pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 10% AEP (m3/s).

15

q_5pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 5% AEP (m3/s).

16

q_2pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 2% AEP (m3/s).

17

q_1pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 1% AEP (m3/s).

18

q_05pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 0.5% AEP (m3/s).

19

q_01pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 0.1% AEP (m3/s).

20

q_other

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for other AEP event (m3/s).
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21

aep_q_oth

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Conditional: AEP of event for which
Qother represents, if relevant
(expressed as a probability, not
percentage, see Appendix B).

22

wl_50pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 50% AEP (mOD).

23

wl_20pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 20% AEP (mOD).

24

wl_10pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 10% AEP (mOD).

25

wl_5pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 5% AEP (mOD).

26

wl_2pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 2% AEP (mOD).

27

wl_1pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 1% AEP (mOD).

28

wl_05pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 0.5% AEP
(mOD).

29

wl_01pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water Level value for 0.1% AEP
(mOD).

30

wl_other

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Water level value for Other AEP Event
(mOD).

31

aep_wl_oth

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Conditional: AEP of event for which
WLother represents, if relevant
(expressed as a probability, not
percentage, see Appendix B).

32

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the nodes,
including change of location, if
applicable.

* IMPORTANT NOTE: Water level and Flow fields should contain a value and the value ‘-9999’ should
be assigned where no data exist.
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Table C2.8 – Flood Extent Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source Type, see Appendix B.

6

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

7

r

String

1

Run Type, see Appendix B.

8

pppp

String

4

Probability, see Appendix B.

9

m

String

1

Model Type, see Appendix B.

10

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

11

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

12

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

13

mc

String

3

Code for model that generated the
spatial entity, see Appendix B.

14

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the flood
extents, if any.
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Table C2.9 – Flood Zone Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source Type, see Appendix B.

6

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

7

r

String

1

Run Type, see Appendix B.

8

pppp

String

4

Name of Flood Zone that the spatial
entity (polygon) represents;
 ‘zona’ or
 ‘zonb’
See further Appendix B.

9

m

String

1

Model Type, see Appendix B.

10

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

11

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

12

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

13

mc

String

3

Code for model that generated the
spatial entity, see Appendix B.

14

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the flood
zones, if any.
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Table C2.10 – Defence Failure Extent Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source Type, see Appendix B.

6

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

7

r

String

1

Run Type, see Appendix B.

8

pppp

String

4

Probability, see Appendix B.

9

m

String

1

Model Type, see Appendix B.

10

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

11

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

12

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

13

mc

String

3

Code for model that generated the
spatial entity, see Appendix B.

14

dc

String

254

Unique reference code for the Flood
Defence for which the spatial entity
represents to model the failure, i.e.
the uuid from Tables C2.13-C2.14.
If several defences are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.
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15

label_ref

String

254

Defence asset reference number on
the confirmation drawing (or
equivalent) that the level relates to,
i.e. field name ‘label’ from Tables
C2.13-C2.14.
If several defences are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.

16

ft

String

100

Type of failure – To be further agreed
with the Client.

17

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the defence
failure extents, including but not
limited to type, size and location of
the modelled breach(es).
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Table C2.11 – Defended Areas & Benefitting Areas Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source Type, see Appendix B.

6

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

7

r

String

1

Run Type, see Appendix B.

8

pppp

String

4

Probability, see Appendix B.

9

m

String

1

Model Type, see Appendix B.

10

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

11

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

12

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

13

drn_line

String

254

For line defences benefitting
/defending the area but located
outside this area:
Include defence reference number on
the confirmation drawing (or
equivalent), i.e. field name ‘label’
from Table C2.13, of the defence
contributing to the benefitting /
defended area, or ‘na’ if not
applicable.
If several defences are referenced,
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they must be comma separated in this
field.
14

drn_point

String

254

For point defences benefitting
/defending the area but located
outside this area:
Include defence reference number on
the confirmation drawing (or
equivalent), i.e. field name ‘label’
from Table C2.14, of the defence
contributing to the benefitting /
defended area, or ‘na’ if not
applicable.
If several defences are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.

15

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the
defended areas / benefitting areas, if
any.
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Table C2.12 – Defences Polygon Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) for
each single spatial entity in the layer.
The UUID must start with the three digit
scheme code, followed by the data
type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx, where xxxxx is
a number or string of sufficient length,
to make the UUID unique for the
feature within the layer. See Appendix B
for relevant codes and refer to section
2.2 above in relation to treatment of
various co-ordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source Type, see Appendix B.

6

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

7

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

8

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

9

dt

String

100

Footprint, with discrete elements, of all
flood defences (new, improved and
incorporated) that are part of the
scheme, including but not limited to:
 ‘top of embankment’ – all
embankments used as part of
the FRS.
 ‘bottom of embankment’ - all
embankments used as part of
the FRS.
 ‘flood wall stem’ – outline of
the flood wall footprint,
including cladding if not
otherwise agreed by the client
and to be specified in the
comments field.
 ‘flood wall foundation’ outline
of
flood
wall
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foundations.
 ‘demountable barrier’ - outline
of the demountable barrier.
 ‘flood gate’ – outline of the
flood gate.
 ‘pumping station’ – outline of
the pumping station.
 ‘pump sump’ – outline of the
pump sump.
 ‘rising main’ – outline of the
rising main.
 ‘stormwater sewer’ – outline
of the stormwater sewer (only
if constructed as part of the
scheme).
 ‘manhole’ – outline of the
extent of the manhole
 ‘culvert’ – outline of the
culvert (only if constructed as
part of the scheme).
 ‘road regrading’ – outline of
the regraded area; etc.
Full range of required defences to be
further agreed with the Client.
10

label

String

15

Defence asset reference number on the
confirmation drawing or equivalent
unique id number (do not leave blank).

11

dc

String

40

“AssetID” from OPW Defence Asset
Database for existing defences.

12

sop

String

4

Standard of Protection, see PPPP
Appendix B.

13

dim

String

254

Clear internal and external dimensions
of the defences and a succint
description of what they represent,
including measuring units used.

14

conf_ref

String

254

Drawing reference number(s) of the
confirmation drawing(s) (or equivalent)
that the defence is located within, i.e.
field name ‘label’ in Table C2.4.
If several drawings are referenced, they
must be comma separated in this field.

15

built_ref

String

254

Drawing reference number(s) of the as
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built drawing(s) that the defence is
located within, i.e. field name ‘label’ in
Table C2.5.
If several drawings are referenced, they
must be comma separated in this field.
16

comments

String

254

34

Additional comments on the defences
polygons, if any.
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Table C2.13 – Defences Polyline Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source Type, see Appendix B.

6

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

7

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

8

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

9

dt

String

100

Line with discrete elements of all
flood defences (wet-side edge, where
applicable, including new, improved
and incorporated) that are part of the
scheme, including but not limited to:
 ‘embankment’
–
all
embankments used as part
of the FRS.
 ‘flood wall’, wet-side of
cladding, if not otherwise
agreed by the client and to
be specified in the comments
field
 ‘demountable barrier’
 ‘flood gate’
 ‘stormwater sewers’ - only if
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constructed as part of the
scheme
 ‘culverts’ - only if constructed
as part of the scheme
 ‘road regrading’; etc.
Full range of required defences to be
further agreed with the Client.
10

label

String

15

Defence asset reference number on
the
confirmation drawing
or
equivalent unique id number (do not
leave blank).

11

dc

String

40

“AssetID” from OPW Defence Asset
Database for existing defences.

12

sop

String

4

Standard of Protection, see PPPP
Appendix B.

13

dim

String

254

Clear
internal
and
external
dimensions of the defences and a
succint description of what they
represent, including measuring units
used.

14

conf_ref

String

254

Drawing reference number(s) of the
confirmation
drawing(s)
(or
equivalent) that the defence is
located within, i.e. field name ‘label’
in Table C2.4.
If several drawings are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.

15

built_ref

String

254

Drawing reference number(s) of the
as built drawing(s) that the defence is
located within, i.e. field name ‘label’
in Table C2.5.
If several drawings are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.

16

finish_wet

String

40

Finish type on the wetside of the
defence, or ‘na’ if not applicable.

17

finish_dry

String

40

Finish type on the dryside of the
defence, or ‘na’ if not applicable.

18

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the defences
polylines, if any.
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Table C2.14 – Defences Point Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

s

String

1

Source, see Appendix B.

6

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

7

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

8

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

9

dt

String

100

Point, with discrete elements, of all
flood defences that are part of the
scheme
(new, improved and
incorporated), including but not
limited to:
 ‘equipment storage depot’
 ‘pumping station’
 ‘pump sump’
 ‘non-return valve’
 ‘flap valve’
 ‘sluice valve’
 ‘overflow valve’
 ‘penstocks’; etc.
Full range of required defences to be
further agreed with the Client.

10

label

String

15

Defence asset reference number on
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the
confirmation drawing
or
equivalent unique id number (do not
leave blank).
11

dc

String

40

“AssetID” from OPW Defence Asset
Database for existing defences.

12

sop

String

4

Standard of Protection, see PPPP
Appendix B.

13

dim

String

254

Clear
internal
and
external
dimensions of the defences and a
succint description of what they
represent, including measuring units
used.

14

invert_lvl

Real (double)

Decimal (8,2)

Invert level (mOD).

15

conf_ref

String

254

Drawing reference number(s) of the
confirmation
drawing(s)
(or
equivalent) that the defence is
located within, i.e. field name ‘label’
in Table C2.4.
If several drawings are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.

16

built_ref

String

254

Drawing reference number(s) of the
as built drawing(s) that the defence is
located within, i.e. field name ‘label’
in Table C2.5.
If several drawings are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.

17

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the defences
points, including but not limited to
details of the equipment storage
depot, e.g. rented or owned and the
size (m2).
For all valve features, please indicate
the location, if for example located
within a pumping chamber or part of
a flood wall etc. and include defence
asset reference number of the
integrated defence, i.e. field name
‘label’ from Tables C2.13-C2.14.
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Table C2.15 - Design Defence Level Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) for
each single spatial entity in the layer.
The UUID must start with the three digit
scheme code, followed by the data
type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx, where xxxxx is
a number or string of sufficient length,
to make the UUID unique for the
feature within the layer. See Appendix B
for relevant codes and refer to section
2.2 above in relation to treatment of
various co-ordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

fdl

Real (double)

Decimal (8,2)

Flood defence level (mOD) - Design
flood defence levels which the defences
need to be maintained to including
freeboard, but excluding any allowance
for settlement. Points should be spaced
at suitable intervals, at a maximum of
20 metres apart and on each side of any
local or sudden changes in level.

9

label_ref

String

254

Defence asset reference number of the
defence that the level relates to (or
equivalent), i.e. field name ‘label’ from
Tables C2.12-C2.14.
If several defences are referenced, they
must be comma separated in this field.

10

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the design
defence level, if any.
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Table C2.16 - As Built Defence Level Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

fdl

Real (double)

Decimal (8,2)

Flood defence level (mOD) - surveyed
as built defence levels. The levels
should be measured at locations to
match the Design Defence Level
dataset locations, Table C2.15, to
allow for a direct comparison of levels
and at any other required locations to
ensure that the flood defence
conforms to the design levels.

9

label_ref

String

254

Defence asset reference number of
the defence that the level relates to
(or equivalent), i.e. field name ‘label’
from Tables C2.12-C2.14.
If several defences are referenced,
they must be comma separated in this
field.

10

survey

String

40

Name of survey company.
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11

date

Date

10

Date the survey was completed, i.e.
when the levels were recorded.
Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyymm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy
(ArcGIS) the default format for any
given software should be used.

12

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the as built
defence level, if any.
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Table C2.17 – Channel Maintenance Extent Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

water_body String

100

EPA name of the waterbody.

9

label

String

10

Channel reference number on the
confirmation drawing or equivalent
unique id number (do not leave
blank).

10

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the channel
maintenance extents, if any.
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Table C2.18 – Channel Maintenance Chainage Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

water_body String

100

EPA name of the waterbody.

9

label_ref

String

254

Unique channel reference for the
Channel Maintenance Extent that the
chainage relates to, i.e. field name
‘label’ from Table C2.17.
If several channel maintenance
extents are referenced, they must be
comma separated in this field and
listed in ascending order.

10

chainage

String

40

Chainage reference number on the
confirmation drawing (or equivalent),
or ‘na’ if not applicable.

11

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the channel
maintenance chainage, if any.
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Table C2.19 - Line of River Feature Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) for
each single spatial entity in the layer.
The UUID must start with the three digit
scheme code, followed by the data
type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx, where xxxxx is
a number or string of sufficient length,
to make the UUID unique for the
feature within the layer. See Appendix B
for relevant codes and refer to section
2.2 above in relation to treatment of
various co-ordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

type

String

100

Line of the river bank, both sides top
and bottom, and two sides of thalweg
and additional design dredge levels to
be listed as:
 ‘top of bank’,
 ‘bottom of bank’,
 ‘dredge level’ or
 ‘thalweg’.

9

label_ref

String

254

Unique channel reference for the
Channel Maintenance Extent that the
river feature relates to, i.e. field name
‘label’ from Table C2.17.
If several channel maintenance extents
are referenced, they must be comma
separated in this field and listed in
ascending order.

10

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the line of
river feature, if any.
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Table C2.20 - Design River Feature Level Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

rfl

Real (double)

Decimal (8,2)

River feature level (mOD) - Design
river feature levels which the channel
need to be maintained to. Points
should be spaced at suitable intervals,
at a maximum of 20 metres apart and
on each side of any local or sudden
changes in level.
Points should be matching all the line
types in the Line of River Feature
layer, Table C2.19. Where design
levels vary across the channel, further
points will be required and a
representative cross section is to be
further agreed with the Client.

9

type

String

100
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‘dredge level’,
‘thalweg’ or
‘additional points’.

10

label_ref

String

254

Unique channel reference for the
Channel Maintenance Extent that the
river feature relates to, i.e. field name
‘label’ from Table C2.17.
If several channel maintenance
extents are referenced, they must be
comma separated in this field and
listed in ascending order.

11

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the design
river feature level, if any, including a
description of all additional points.
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Table C2.21 - As Built River Feature Level Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

rfl

Real (double)

Decimal (8,2)

River feature level (mOD) - surveyed
as built river feature levels.
The levels should be taken at
locations to match the Design River
Feature level dataset locations, Table
C2.20,
to allow for a direct
comparison of levels and at any other
required locations to ensure that the
dredged river levels conforms to the
design levels.

9

type

String

100

All levels to be defined either as:
 ‘top of bank’,
 ‘bottom of bank’,
 ‘dredged level’,
 ‘thalweg’ or
 ‘additional points’.

10

label_ref

String

254

Unique channel reference for the
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Channel Maintenance Extent that the
river feature relates to, i.e. field name
‘label’ from Table C2.17.
If several channel maintenance
extents are referenced, they must be
comma separated in this field and
listed in ascending order.
11

survey

String

40

Name of survey company

12

date

Date

10

Date the survey was completed, i.e.
when the levels were recorded.
Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyymm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy
(ArcGIS) the default format for any
given software should be used.

13

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the as built
river feature level, if any including a
description of all additional points.
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Table C2.22 - Dredging Area Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the dredging
area, if any.
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Table C2.23 – River Enhancement Works Spatial Attribute Table
Description: Completed River Enhancements provided to improve habitat for salmonid and other
aquatic species.
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) for
each single spatial entity in the layer.
The UUID must start with the three digit
scheme code, followed by the data
type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx, where xxxxx is
a number or string of sufficient length,
to make the UUID unique for the
feature within the layer. See Appendix B
for relevant codes and refer to section
2.2 above in relation to treatment of
various co-ordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

type

String

100

River enhancement works including but
not limited to:
-
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barrier removal
deflector*
fish counter
fish pass
spawning gravels**
loosen gravel
manage berms
manage trees
meander enhancement
non-organic solution***
organic solution****
random stones/boulders
re-profile channel
riffle
rubble mat
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-

thalweg
tree planting
vortex weir
other*****

* refers to alternating and paired
deflectors, provide description in the
“comments” field below.
** specify material (imported, gravel
size, etc.) in the “comments” field
below.
*** specify if existing or imported rock
and gravel was used in the “comments”
field below.
**** specify material (rootballs, tree
limbs, etc) used in the “comments”
field below.
***** if ‘other’ is selected, include a
description of the Works type in the
“comments” field below.
Full range of required river
enhancements to be further agreed
with the Client.
9

label_ref

String

254

Unique channel reference for the
Channel Maintenance Extent that the
river enhancement relates to, i.e. field
name ‘label’ from Table C2.17.
If several channel maintenance extents
are referenced, they must be comma
separated in this field and listed in
ascending order.

10

ins_date

Date

10

Date of enhancement completion.
Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyymm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy (ArcGIS)
the default format for any given
software should be used.

11

date

Date

10

Date of data capture.
Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyy-
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mm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy (ArcGIS)
the default format for any given
software should be used.
12

source

String

100

Source of data, i.e. organisation where
data
originated,
e.g.
opw/ifi/npws/relevant consultant.

13

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the river
enhancement, if any.
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Table C2.24 – River Enhancement Works Design Level Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

type

String

100

River enhancement works including
but not limited to:
-
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-

thalweg
tree planting
vortex weir
other*****

* refers to alternating and paired
deflectors, provide description in the
“comments” field below.
** specify material (imported, gravel
size, etc.) in the “comments” field
below.
*** specify if existing or imported
rock and gravel was used in the
“comments” field below.
**** specify material (rootballs, tree
limbs, etc) used in the “comments”
field below.
***** if ‘other’ is selected, include a
description of the Works type in the
“comments” field below.
Full range of required river
enhancements to be further agreed
with the Client.
9

rel

Real (double)

Decimal (8,2)

River enhancement level (mOD) Design river enhancement levels
which the feature need to be
maintained to.
Points should be spaced at suitable
intervals and on each side of any local
or sudden changes in level.
Representative design levels to be
further agreed with the Client.

10

label_ref

String

254

Unique channel reference for the
Channel Maintenance Extent that the
river enhancement relates to, i.e. field
name ‘label’ from Table C2.17.
If several channel maintenance
extents are referenced, they must be
comma separated in this field and
listed in ascending order.

11

ins_date

Date

10

Date of enhancement completion.
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Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyymm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy
(ArcGIS) the default format for any
given software should be used.
12

date

Date

10

Date of data capture.
Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyymm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy
(ArcGIS) the default format for any
given software should be used.

13

source

String

100

Source of data, i.e. organisation
where
data
originated,
e.g.
opw/ifi/npws/relevant consultant.

14

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the river
enhancement design levels, including
but not limited to a clear description
of what the level represents.
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Table C2.25 – River Enhancement Works As Built Level Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

type

String

100

River enhancement works including
but not limited to:
-
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deflector*
fish counter
fish pass
spawning gravels**
loosen gravel
manage berms
manage trees
meander enhancement
non-organic solution***
organic solution****
random stones/boulders
re-profile channel
riffle
rubble mat
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-

thalweg
tree planting
vortex weir
other*****

* refers to alternating and paired
deflectors, provide description in the
“comments” field below.
** specify material (imported, gravel
size, etc.) in the “comments” field
below.
*** specify if existing or imported
rock and gravel was used in the
“comments” field below.
**** specify material (rootballs, tree
limbs, etc) used in the “comments”
field below.
***** if ‘other’ is selected, include a
description of the Works type in the
“comments” field below.
Full range of required river
enhancements to be further agreed
with the Client.
9

rel

Real (double)

Decimal (8,2)

River enhancement level (mOD) surveyed as built river enhancement
levels.
The levels should be taken at
locations to match the River
Enhancement Design Level data set
locations, Table C2.24, to allow for a
direct comparison of levels and at any
other required locations to ensure
that the river enhancement levels
conforms to the design levels.

10

label_ref

String

254

Unique channel reference for the
Channel Maintenance Extent that the
river enhancement relates to, i.e. field
name ‘label’ from Table C2.17.
If several channel maintenance
extents are referenced, they must be
comma separated in this field and
listed in ascending order.
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11

ins_date

Date

10

Date of enhancement completion.
Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyymm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy
(ArcGIS) the default format for any
given software should be used.

12

date

Date

10

Date the survey was completed, i.e.
when the levels were recorded.
Due to the variance in how the Date
Field Type can be represented, for
example yyyymmdd (Default), yyyymm-dd (QGIS) or dd/mm/yyyy
(ArcGIS) the default format for any
given software should be used.

13

source

String

100

Name of survey company and/or
source of data, i.e. organisation
where
data
originated,
e.g.
opw/ifi/npws/relevant consultant.

14

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the river
enhancement as built levels, including
but not limited to a clear description
of what the level represents.
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Table C2.26 – Site Photos Attribute Table
Description: A georeferenced point location file based on the capture location of the images. The
referenced image file (JPEG) shall be located separately within the file structure within the ‘images’
folder, see Appendix D.
Pictures quality and location accuracy - Pictures shall be taken by a handheld GPS enabled smart device
with in-built compass to meet the following minimum criteria:
Vertical accuracy: max ±5 m from the true capture position
Image orientation accuracy: max ±5 degrees from the true orientation
Image resolution: min 5 Megapixels
Image format: JPEG
Image quality: a sufficient level of zoom and clarity is required to clearly identify the image
subject

Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid_id

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

3

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

4

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

5

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

6

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

7

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

8

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

9

pdl

String

40

Photograph type, including but not
limited to:
 ‘pre-condition’,
 ‘monthly update’ or
 ‘as built’.
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Full range of required photo types to
be further agreed with the Client.
10

time

String

30

Date and time of data capture to be
recorded in a consistent format
throughout the data using the
relevant Irish time, correctly adjusted
to winter/summer time, and a 24
hour clock.
Time information must be recorded
in the format yyyy-mm-ddthh:mm:ss,
for example:
2020-02-28t13:15:30

11

path

String

100

Full file path to the location of the file
within the folder structure, excluding
the file name.

12

name

String

50

Full file name of the image, including
the file extension but excluding the
file path.

13

drctn

real

10,3

Image capture direction in the
horizontal plane using either camera
inbuilt functionality or equivalent and
range between 0-360 degrees angle
relative to north.

14

x_coord

real

10,3

X-coordinate of the original location
where the image was taken.

15

y_coord

real

10,3

Y-coordinate of the original location
where the image was taken.

16

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the site
photos, if any.
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Table C2.27 – Property Damage Assessment Layer Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name

Field Storage Type No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various
co-ordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

6

m

String

1

Model Type, see Appendix B.

7

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

8

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

9

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

10

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the
property damage assessment layer.
Important note: Please state source
layers and versions/years used,
including but not limited to
GeoDirectory, PRIME2 and MCM
data.

11

geodb_oid

Integer

10

An Post geo-directory unique
database identity number.

12

x_coord

real

10,3

X-coordinate of the property taken
from the geo-directory database.

13

y_coord

real

10,3

Y-coordinate of of the property taken
from the geo-directory database.
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14

use

String

2

Property use and basement present –
r = residential
rb = residential with basement
c = commercial
cb = commercial with basement
cc = commercial cellar

15

prop_type

String

100

Property type as per Multi Coloured
Manual (MCM) categorisation.

16

mcm_code

Integer

3

Property code as per Multi Coloured
Manual (MCM) guidance.

17

bus_type

String

1

Business Type –
l = local business
n = not local business

18

area

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Area (m2), calculated based on using
the OSi building polygons.

19

gl

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Surveyed Ground Level at each
property (mOD) at each property.

20

ffl

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Surveyed property threshold level at
each property (mOD).
Refer to OPW Specification for
Surveying Services Section III Clause
6.3 for further details on survey data
required.

21

wl_50pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

22

wl_20pc

The maximum flood level adjacent to
the building (mOD) for 50%, 20%,
10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.

23

wl_10pc

24

wl_5pc

25

wl_2pc

26

wl_1pc

27

wl_05pc

28

wl_01pc

29

dp_50pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

30

dp_20pc

31

dp_10pc

The flood depth (m), i.e. the
difference between the flood level
and finished floor level for 50%, 20%,
10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.

32

dp_5pc

33

dp_2pc

34

dp_1pc
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35

dp_05pc

36

dp_01pc

37

m2dm_50pc

38

m2dm_20pc

39

m2dm_10pc

40

m2dm_5pc

41

m2dm_2pc

42

m2dm_1pc

43

m2dm_05pc

44

m2dm_01pc

45

fadm_50pc

46

fadm_20pc

47

fadm_10pc

48

fadm_5pc

49

fadm_2pc

50

fadm_1pc

51

fadm_05pc

52

fadm_01pc

53

pdd_50pc

54

pdd_20pc

55

pdd_10pc

56

pdd_5pc

57

pdd_2pc

58

pdd_1pc

59

pdd_05pc

60

pdd_01pc

61

intd_50pc

62

intd_20pc

63

intd_10pc

64

intd_5pc

65

intd_2pc

66

intd_1pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Direct Damage per meter square
(£/m2) to each property according to
depth of flooding for 50%, 20%, 10%,
5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP as
per current MCM data.

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Direct Damage (£) to each property
over the full floor area for 50%, 20%,
10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.
For residential properties,
calculations are based on property
type and flood depth.
For non-residential properties,
calculations are based on property
type, flood depth and floor area.
Refer to current MCM guidance

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Principal Direct Damage conversion to
Euro (€) and current prices for 50%,
20%, 10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1%
AEP.
Conversion rate to be agreed and
applied to direct damage to property
over full floor area.

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)
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Intangible Damage (€) for 50%, 20%,
10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.
Calculated as per current MCM
guidance.
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67

intd_05pc

68

intd_01pc

69

util_50pc

70

util_20pc

71

util_10pc

72

util_5pc

73

util_2pc

74

util_1pc

75

util_05pc

76

util_01pc

77

emerg_50pc

78

emerg_20pc

79

emerg_10pc

80

emerg_5pc

81

emerg_2pc

82

emerg_1pc

83

emerg_05pc

84

emerg_01pc

85

evdam_50pc

86

evdam_20pc

87

evdam_10pc

88

evdam_5pc

89

evdam_2pc

90

evdam_1pc

91

evdam_05pc

92

evdam_01pc

93*

evmca_50pc

94*

evmca_20pc

95*

evmca_10pc

96*

evmca_5pc

97*

evmca_2pc

98*

evmca_1pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Utility Costs (€) for 50%, 20%, 10%,
5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.
Calculated as per current MCM
guidance.

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Emergency Costs (€), for 50%, 20%,
10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.
Calculated as per current MCM
guidance.

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Event Damage (€) - summed damage
of any event for 50%, 20%, 10%, 5%,
2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.
This is the total of the principal direct
damage, utility costs, emergency
costs and intangible damage.

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Event Damage for MCA (€) – sum of
the principal direct damage and
emergency costs for 50%, 20%, 10%,
5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP.
The multi-criteria analysis requires
economic damages which only
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99*

evmca_05pc

accounts for these contributors.

100*

evmca_01pc

101*

aad

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Annual Average Damage (€),
calculated as follows:
(([evdam_50pc]+[evdam_20pc])/2*(0
.5-0.2)
+([evdam_20pc]+[evdam_10pc])/2*(
0.2-0.1)
+([evdam_10pc]+[evdam_5pc])/2*(0.
1-0.05)
+([evdam_5pc]+[evdam_2pc])/2*(0.0
5-0.02)
+([evdam_2pc]+[evdam_1pc])/2*(0.0
2-0.01)
+([evdam_1pc]+[evdam_05pc])/2*(0.
01-0.005)
+([evdam_05pc]+[evdam_01pc])/2*(
0.005-0.001))

102*

pvd

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Present Day Value of Damage (€) –
The Annual Average Damage (AAD)
factored by the appropriate discount
rate.

103*

aad_mca

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Annual Average Damage for MCA (€),
calculated as follows:
(([evmca_50pc]+[evmca_20pc])/2*(0
.5-0.2)
+([evmca_20pc]+[evmca_10pc])/2*(0
.2-0.1)
+([evmca_10pc]+[evmca_5pc])/2*(0.
1-0.05)
+([evmca_5pc]+[evmca_2pc])/2*(0.0
5-0.02)
+([evmca_2pc]+[evmca_1pc])/2*(0.0
2-0.01)
+([evmca_1pc]+[evmca_05pc])/2*(0.
01-0.005)
+([evmca_05pc]+[evmca_01pc])/2*(0
.005-0.001))

104*

pvb_def

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Present Value Economic Benefit (€) of
providing required standard of
protection.
Calculated as the difference between
present day value of damage (PVD)
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for the current and defended
scenarios. The value is uncapped.
105*

aab_def

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Annual Average Benefit (€) of
providing required standard of
protection.
Calculated as the Annual Average
Damage (AAD) factored by the
appropriate discount rate.

106*

cap_code

Integer

3

Property type as per Multi Coloured
Manual (MCM) categorisation capped
at an agreed market value for the
property in question.

107*

cap_val

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Capped Value of each Property (€).
Residential property capped at
agreed market value.
Commercial property capped value
based on 10*AREA*Rateable value
per metre.
Refer also to current MCM guidance.

108*

pvd_def_c

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Capping Present Value Benefit (€).
Any benefit greater than the capped
value calculated must be capped at
the capping value.
Any benefit less than the capped
value must remain equal to the
original present value benefit.

* Denotes fields only required for the current scenario
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Table C2.28 – Gauge Locations Spatial Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

6

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

7

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

8

gt

String

1

Gauge Types to include –
f = fluvially influenced
t = tidally influenced
m = mixed, fluvially and tidally
influenced

9

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the gauge
locations, including but not limited to
name of the organisation responsible
for maintaining the gauge.
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Table C2.29 – Hydrological Estimation Points (HEPs) Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

6

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

7

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

8

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

9

hydro_area

Integer

2

Two digit hydrometric area code
according to EPA Hydrometric Areas
layer.

10

water_body String

100

EPA name of the waterbody where
the corresponding HEP is located.

11

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the HEP,
including change of location, if
applicable.

12

hep_id

String

40

Gauged points: EPA 5 digit station
number for all gauged stations.
Ungauged points: Node id consisting
of the FSU id, which is made up of
‘hydrometric area_river-segmentid_node-id’, e.g. ‘12_2267_1’.
Intermediate points: Node id based
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on the FSU id model with a modified
node id to include a letter, increasing
downstream within the same river
segment, e.g. ‘12_2267_1a’ for the
first intermediate point downstream
of ‘12_2267_1’, followed by
‘12_2267_1b’ etc.
New channels:
Node id based on the FSU id model
with the river segment code starting
above the highest number within the
hydrometric area. For example, if
‘2267’ is max river segment in the
hydrometric area, the first node on
the new channel will be ‘12_2268_1,
followed by ‘12_2268_2’
downstream on the same river
segment and ‘12_2269_1’ for the
next river segment.
13

hep_org

String

40

HEP origin, i.e.
 ‘FSU node’,
 ‘derived’ or
 ‘gauge’.

14

design_met String

40

Design method, e.g.
 ‘FSU’,
 ‘FSR’ or
 ‘IH124’.

15

adjust_met

String

40

Adjustments, e.g.
 ‘pivotal’,
 ‘analogue’,
 ‘donor sites’ or
 ‘none’.

16

growth

String

40

Growth curve distribution chosen,
e.g.
 ‘ev1’,
 ‘gev’ or
 ‘glo’.

17

q_50pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 50% AEP (m3/s).

18

q_20pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 20% AEP (m3/s).

19

q_10pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 10% AEP (m3/s).

20

q_5pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 5% AEP (m3/s).
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21

q_2pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 2% AEP (m3/s).

22

q_1pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 1% AEP (m3/s).

23

q_05pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 0.5% AEP (m3/s).

24

q_01pc

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for 0.1% AEP (m3/s).

25

q_other

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Flow value for Other AEP Event
(m3/s).

26

aep_q_oth

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Conditional: AEP of event for which
Qother represents, if relevant
(expressed as a probability, not
percentage, see Appendix B).

27

area_km

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Area of the catchment in square
kilometres.

28*

cente

Real (double)

decimal(10,3)

Catchment centroid Easting (m).

29*

centn

Real (double)

decimal(10,3)

Catchment centroid Northing (m).

30*

saar

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Standard-period average annual
rainfall (mm).

31*

farl

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportion of Flood Attenuation by
Reservoirs and Lakes (0-1).

32*

urbext

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportional extent of catchment
area mapped as urbanised (0-1).

33*

forest

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportion of forest (per Corine
Landcover 2000 dataset and FIPS
datasets) extent (0-1).

34*

peat

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportional extent of catchment
area classified as peat bog (0-1).

35*

pasture

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportional extent of catchment
area classed as
grassland/pasture/agriculture (0-1).

36*

alluv

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportional extent of floodplain
alluvial deposit (0-1).

37*

flatwet

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportion of time soils expected to
be typically quite wet (0-1).

38*

saape

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Standard-period average annual
potential evapotranspiration (mm)

39*

fai

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Flood attenuation index (0-1).

40*

bfisoil

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Soil baseflow index (estimate of BFI
derived from soils, geology and
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climate data) (0-1).
41*

netlen

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Total length of river network above
gauge (km).

42*

stmfrq

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Number of segments in river network
above gauge (differs from FSR
definition).

43*

draind

Real (double)

decimal(8,3)

Ratio of length of river network to
catchment area (km/km2)

44*

msl

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Main-stream length (km).

45*

s1085

Real (double)

decimal(8,3)

Slope of main stream excluding the
bottom 10% and top 15% of its
length (m/km).

46*

tayslo

Real (double)

decimal(8,3)

Taylor-Schwartz measure of
mainstream slope (m/km).

47*

artdrain

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportion of catchment area
mapped as benefitting from arterial
drainage schemes (0-1).

48*

artdrain2

Real (double)

decimal(8,7)

Proportion of the river network that
is included in arterial drainage
schemes (0-1).

…*

…

…

…

…

* Denotes FSU physical catchment descriptors - Fields to be further agreed with the Client, including
additional or alternative catchment descriptors that may be required.
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Table C2.30 – Catchment Boundaries Attribute Table
Field No.

Field Name Field Storage Type

No. Characters

Description

1

uuid

String

40

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
for each single spatial entity in the
layer. The UUID must start with the
three digit scheme code, followed by
the data type, i.e. sch_ttt_xxxxx,
where xxxxx is a number or string of
sufficient length, to make the UUID
unique for the feature within the
layer. See Appendix B for relevant
codes and refer to section 2.2 above
in relation to treatment of various coordinate systems.

2

b

String

1

Code for relevant RBD, see Appendix
B.

3

sch

Integer

3

Code for relevant Scheme, see
Appendix B.

4

ttt

String

3

Data Type, see Appendix B.

5

c

String

1

Scenario, see Appendix B.

6

stg

String

2

Scheme Stage, see Appendix B.

7

a

String

1

Status, see Appendix B.

8

rn

Integer

2

Revision Number, see Appendix B.

9

hydro_area

Integer

2

Two digit hydrometric area code
according to EPA Hydrometric Areas
layer.

10

water_body String

100

EPA name of the waterbody where
the corresponding HEP is located.

11

hep_id

String

40

Use field name ‘hep_id’ for the
corresponding HEP, see Table 2.29
above.

12

area_km

Real (double)

decimal(8,2)

Area of the catchment in square
kilometres.

13

comments

String

254

Additional comments on the gauged
catchment
boundary,
including
change of boundary outline, if
applicable.
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D1. APPENDIX D – FILE STRUCTURE
b

crs

crs

sch

images

ttt

ttt

Legend *

c

s

b - River Basin District
crs - co-ordinate and geoid
reference system
sch - Scheme Code
ttt - Data Type
c
- Scenario
s
- Source Type

c

s

s

s
* For valid options refer to
Appendix B
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E1.

APPENDIX E – CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA OF DATA

River Centreline

Flood Zone A **
Nodes

Extents *

Depths *

Flood Zone B **

LiDAR

Velocity

Risk to Life

Defences Datasets

Defended Areas

IMPORTANT:
* Flood extents are derived from flood depths where the geometric outline of the extents shall directly correspond to the outer limit of depth data for depth
values greater than 0 metres. Simplifying, generalising or smoothing of extent geometries shall not be employed.
** It is important to note that the geometry of Flood Zone B is the difference between Flood Zone A and the 1 in 1000yr flood extents, therefore Zone B is not a
direct copy of 1 in 1000yr flood extent.
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